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You may have noticed that Sea Dragon tried
on a lot of different colors, textures, and even
sparkles on their journey.
Draw your favorite changes and creatures
below!
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Now that you know the sea and have met Sea
Dragon's new friends, imagine yourself there
too!
Use colors, sparkles, and whatever you want to
create your sea friend In all three zones!
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TWILIGHT
ZONE
What do I eat for lunch?

SUNLIGHT
ZONE

What do I eat for breakfast?
What's my favorite game /activity to play

What's the first thing I see when I wake up?

Who do I play with?

Did I change color? What color am I?

Who is the first sea creature I see?

What color am I?

MIDNIGHT
ZONE
What can I see? What can I not see?

What did I eat for dinner?

Who helps me go to bed?

What is my bedtime color?

FUN IN THE SUN

EXPLORING THE SUNLIGHT
ZONE

Thought Bubble!

What do you do when someone new
is in your space?
What do you do when someone bigger
or smaller than you wants to play?
How do you share?

My Name Is ___ Who Might You Be?!

Crab is the first Sea Friend Sea Dragon meets, and while they Sea Dragon causes a
bit of a combination in Crab's space, an introduction must be made!
Let's practice making an entrance!
Start by modeling how one should enter a space for the first time: are you nervous?
are you excited? Show us with your face! Show us with your body!
Then, in whatever voice that matches how you're feeling, "My name is [your name]
who might you be?
Have everyone else in the space affirm your presence by saying, "Hi [your name]!'
Then ask them to re-enter the room as a Sea Creature friend! Showing us with body
and face, and then have everyone guess who they are pretending to be!
Have that artist pick someone to start with, then have them enter and re-enter in the
same pattern until everyone has had a turn!

Hunt for the Big and Small!

Sea Dragon quickly learns that Dolphin may be too big to play with the way they normally
would, but what is too big? And what is too small?
Hide some objects, of various sizes around the house or classroom (if you want to stay on theme
it, hide some ocean themed toys), then send your young artists together or on a solo hunt, on a
fantastical hunt to find all items (if they are especially good counters tell them how many).
Once the young artists locate an item ask them if they are bigger or smaller than the item. After
they give you their answer, transform the item (using your imagination) into a sea creature ask
them how they would would play with that sea creature item (keeping size in mind).

I have a treasure!

Shy Turtle has a treasure trove they show and share with Sea Dragon. How do you share?
Start with an imaginary object in your hands. Show with your hands and arms how big or small it
is! Show us with your face if it's shiny or smelly or how it makes you feel! Show us how heavy or
not heavy it is with your body! Now decide who to give this treasure to! And give them that gift.
If they accept with a "Yes please!" they must take that treasure, open it, and react! Then
transform that treasure into something new and give it to someone new!
What happens if you don't want the treasure? That's okay! Just say, "no thank you!"

THE MYSTERIOUS
TWILIGHT

EXPLORING THE TWLIGHT ZONE

Thought Bubble!

How do you like to play with shadows?
How do you determine if something
is safe to eat?
How do you play from far away?

Shadow Shark!

Sea Dragon and Shark have a blast playing with their shadows, and you should too. Go into
a darkened room and take as many objects as you desire, or just your own body!
Have a grown up shine a light on a blank wall or sheet and start by standing closer to the
sheet/wall. Is your shadow big or small?
Now slowly move closer to the light! Watch as your body stretches or gets smaller depending
on how close or far away you are!
Have some real fun make some shapes with your hands or bring objects into the mix to
create Sea Creature friends and play with how you interact and play with them depending
on their size.
Example: If I met a shadow shark that was bigger than me, how would I react? How would
I play?
OR If I met a starfish smaller than me how would we play?

Friend or Food
It's catch and release time! Hide a bunch of different note cards, stuffed
animals (renamed) and/or snacks around the house, backyard, or play area.
Then using clues, and with help from a grown-up, go on a bit of scavenger hunt
to find all the possible things that Octopus can eat! But It's not that easy, some
of the things you find Octopus can't eat, when those are found you must "catch
and release" by leaving them where they are for other fish to "eat."

Example Clue: "I have my own shell, where I live and hide, but I only show
myself when it's safe outside. What am I?"

Answer: I am a clam!
The answer can be given in multiple choice form.
When all friends or snacks are collected go meet Octopus and have a "picnic" in the Twilight Zone.

Yes, please! No, go!
With Jellyfish we learned how to be patient with ourselves and others, sometimes other friends
don't want to to play when we want to, and that's okay! Let's explore more boundaries with
Jellyfish with Yes, please! No, go!
To play, one young artist stands facing away at the other side of the room, yard, or even Zoom
call. The goal is to be the first to touch that person, without getting caught moving. When the
artist is facing away, they will say, "Yes, please!" and everyone else can move toward
them/screen.
When the leader turns around to face the group, and says, "No, go!" that means stop, and
everyone must stop moving.
Anyone the leader catches still in motion has to go back to the starting line. To win everyone
need to rein in their impulse to run forward, instead choosing a pace where they can stop
instantly if the leader starts to turn.
As they near the leader, they’ll also have to learn how to wait for the exact right moment to
move forward. If they misjudge and go too soon, they’ll have to start over from the beginning.

INTO THE
UNKNOWN
EXPLORING THE ABYSS/TRENCH

Thought Bubble!

What do you do when someone doesn't
play the same way you do?
Are you afraid or excited by the dark?
Favorite way to chill out?
How would you get back home from a
far away place?

Rock Out & Flow

The Eels are rambunctious bunch, and love to rock out, show us how you rock out alone or with friends!
In front of a mirror or in a triangular clump, start with one person -- young artist or grown up -- as the
"lead Eel" have them lead motion in slow motion. have them play with fast and slow, high and low, and
have every one else follow that motion as closely as possible.
Then, at random, have someone either play music or simply say "ROCK OUT" and have everyone move
their bodies however they choose! Then when the music stops or someone say "FLOW" a grown up or
young artist will call out another artist's name to lead.
They begin the next motion, playing with the same dynamics of speed and height, until the music starts
or "ROCK OUT" is called out again!

Repeat until everyone has had a turn to be lead Eel or to your heart's desire!

Bubbles of the Sea!

Vampire Squid and Sea Dragon have a wonderful time playing with bubbles and light!
Let's imagine we are bubbles of the sea!
Are you a big bubble? Or small bubble? A round bubble or a square bubble? What color
are you? Are you one giant bubble or lots of smaller bubbles put together? With these
questions show, with your body, what your bubble looks like!
Then start floating around the room! But be careful a grown up or another young artist,
may try to pop you!
How do you float away? Is it very quickly? Or in SUPER slow motion? Do you hide or do try
to outsmart? How high or low do you float? Show us!
(Grown-ups, be sure to ask your bubbles these questions, they can answer them verbally or
just with their bodies).
Finally, if you are popped, how do you pop? Is it loud? Is it quiet? Is it in a song? Once you
are popped make that sound, song, or no noise and float down to a puddle on the
ground!
(Grown-ups, be sure to make sure you're asking what if feels like to be a bubble in these
states too!)
If you want to keep playing after your popped, go right ahead, but you must show us how
you become a bubble again! Do you swivel or jump? Do you spin or karate kick?

INTO THE
UNKNOWN
EXPLORING THE ABYSS/TRENCH

Thought Bubble!

What do you do when someone doesn't
play the same way you do?
Are you afraid or excited by the dark?
Favorite way to chill out?
How would you get back home from a
far away place?

Can You Find Blob Fish?

The Midnight Zone is such a dark and mysterious space, it's no wonder that Sea Dragon didn't see
Blob Fish right away!
What if we were Blob Fish or any other creature of the Midnight Zone how would we hide in plain
sight?
Pick one person to be Sea Dragon, and have them exit the room or Zoom meeting (cover eyes
and ears), then pick someone to be Blob Fish. It is this person's job to start a motion (clapping,
stomping, or even silly faces) everyone else in the circle or Zoom meeting must follow as best they
can! They also must change their motion/movement/face as often as they can.
It is then Sea Dragons' goal to find who Blob Fish paying as close attention as they can to when
the movement changes.
They get three guesses! If they haven't guessed in three guesses, the Blob Fish confirms their
identity and they become the Sea Dragon.
If Sea Dragon does not guess, then Blob Fish reveals themself and becomes Sea Dragon.
Either last Sea Dragon or a grown-up can pick the next Blob Fish!

Find My Way Home!

Whale is the final creature that Sea Dragon meets, helping Sea Dragon find their way back home.
Let's use our memory and movement to recall our journey to find our way back home.
All young artists line up behind the Sea Dragon (leader), standing 6 feet apart from one another.
(If over Zoom just have everyone stand facing the camera/laptop.)
Everyone closes their eyes. They can only open their eyes when they hear their name called.
The Sea Dragon turns around and says the name of the person behind them.
Once the young artist's eyes are open, the Whale silently does a series of up to three movements
that represent one of the sea creatures we met that artist will need to memorize and copy.
After the Sea Dragon completes the movements, he or she will turn around and face forward.
That artist will turn to the artist behind them and say the next artist's name.
After that artist's eyes are open, the first artist will silently do the same series of three movements,
and then turn and face forward.
Try and pass the motions from beginning to end without making a mistake, or else everyone has to
do 10 jumping starfish (jumping jacks)!
For an extra challenge, give each artist a sea creature to be, and instead of saying the artist's
name say their sea creature instead.
Game ends when every artist has been the Sea Dragon!

THINGS
THINGS TO
TO
THINK
THINK ABOUT...
ABOUT...
The Ocean is a big, wide, wonderful place!

The adventure we took with Sea Dragon was just a starting point to getting to know the
ocean! Here are some things to think about if you want to continue your journey into
learning more about the ocean and it's friends.

Did you know there are different oceans/ocean names all around the world?

Get a map and look at the different oceans with your grown-up or teacher and learn a
new fact about a different ocean every day!

What Sea Creatures did we not meet?

Because the ocean is so big there are tons of sea creature friends we missed! Use the
resources on the next page to continue exploring the amazing Sea Creatures we didn't
get to meet!

Which Sea Creatures still seem scary?

We met a lot of creatures that might seem scary at first, but are probably just as scared
of you! While you're looking up more Sea Creatures note the ones look scary or mean
and try to learn some facts that might make them less scary.

What part of the ocean was your favorite? What was your least favorite?

It's really important to understand what we like and don't like about the things we learn
about and play pretend in, so think about what parts of the ocean that Sea Dragon
explored were your very favorite and which ones were less so.
Then ask why? Was it too scary? Too boring? Or you just didn't understand it?
All answers are okay!

Still interested in the ocean, its zones, and Sea Creatures?

Check more resources on the next page to continue learning, adventuring, and talking
about the big, wonderful ocean!

SO MUCH MORE
TO EXPLORE!
BOOKS
BOOK
Commotion in the Ocean
by Giles Andreae

Over In the Ocean
Marianna Berkes

Somewhere In the Ocean

Jennifer Ward and T. J. Marsh

Nerdy Babies: Ocean
Emmy Kastner

Ocean Animals from Head to Tail
Stacey Roderick

I'll Follow the Moon
Stephanie Lisa Tara

DOCUMENTARI
ENTARIES
ES
Oceans

DisneyNature

Blue Plant I & Blue Planet II
BBC Earth

Deep Sea
IMAX

The Whale

Mountainside Productions

Moving Art: Oceans
Netflix

Moving Art: Underwater
Netflix

Can't get enough of our big blue sea? Check out these
resources for even more information and entertainment
involving our big, blue, beautiful ocean!

MOVIES &
TV
TV SH
SHOW
OWSS
Finding Nemo
Disney

Finding Dory
Disney

Splash and Bubbles: One Big Ocean
PBS Kids

Who Lives In the Sea
Anne Crawley

Dive Into Diversity
Anne Crawley

Free Willy
Warner Bros.

WEBSITES
WEBSIT
ES
Sea Coast Science Center

https://www.seacoastsciencecenter.org

National Ocean Service

https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/kids/

National Geographic Kids - Ocean Portal

https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/oceanportal/

Thank You Ocean

https://thankyouocean.org/kid-zone/

Interactive Ocean Dive

https://ocean.si.edu/ecosystems/deep-sea/interactiveocean-dive

Interactive Website on Marine Life &
Oceans

https://naaee.org/eepro/resources/interactive-web-sitemarine-life-oceans

